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Hi all. If Hi all. If 
you’ve got this you’ve got this 

message I obvious-message I obvious-
ly think there’s a chance ly think there’s a chance 

you’ll want to contribute a you’ll want to contribute a 
story, drawing, comic, design, story, drawing, comic, design, 

film, song, poem or some such art-film, song, poem or some such art-
sy outpouring to this thread. If sy outpouring to this thread. If 
you balk at the idea of a whatsapp you balk at the idea of a whatsapp 
group with 50 odd people in I don’t group with 50 odd people in I don’t 
blame you. It might well be a night-blame you. It might well be a night-
mare. Feel free to just opt out now and mare. Feel free to just opt out now and 
apologies for the spam. If you’re not apologies for the spam. If you’re not 
sure, mute away until you feel like con-sure, mute away until you feel like con-
tributing or just consuming content as tributing or just consuming content as 
we call it now. This whatsapp group is a we call it now. This whatsapp group is a 
zine in itself and anyone who contributes zine in itself and anyone who contributes 
anything will receive a physical zine in anything will receive a physical zine in 
the post if they do wish. By typing in the post if they do wish. By typing in 
this group or dropping media you are this group or dropping media you are 
giving me permission to use it in the giving me permission to use it in the 
physical zine and you’re aware the physical zine and you’re aware the 
other people in the thread can see other people in the thread can see 
it. Why so serious? It’s not it’s it. Why so serious? It’s not it’s 
fun can’t you tell? This is how fun can’t you tell? This is how 
we have fun now. tLDR please we have fun now. tLDR please 
send me art of any kind to send me art of any kind to 
photocopy. Love from      photocopy. Love from      
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